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Peterborough Sailability 
 

Standard Operating Procedure 
 

SOP 07: Shore Master’s Role 

 

 
 

Shore Master’s Role 

The Shore Master’s principal role is to control the daily sailing of Peterborough Sailability.  Safety is 
paramount.  The policies of Peterborough Sailability must be upheld at all times.  NB. The Shore 
Master is solely responsible for making all sailing decisions, consulting with the Duty SI, 
the Safety boat driver and Nene Outdoor’s as necessary. 
 
To meet these requirements, the following shall be adhered to: 
 
Sailing Restrictions Duties 

The Shore Master, in conjunction with the duty SI, safety boat driver and Nene Outdoors will 

determine when sailing might have to be suspended / black-flagged for a short time or possible all 

day.  Due to inclement weather conditions, lack of required helpers, ability of sailors and 

instructors, aims of the session, the prevailing weather, temperature and wind speed, visibility, low 

wind chill factor etc.  This includes who sails with whom, who sails solo, depending on ability and 

weather conditions, dress code for sailors etc. 

 
Safety Note:  If at any time there is evidence, either visually or audibly, of there being 

lightening in the local area sailing is to STOP IMMEDIATELY.  Sailing is not to recommence 

until 30 minutes after the last lightening is seen or heard 

 

Depending upon the weather conditions and other boating activities on the lake at the time, the 

Shore Master and duty SI might determine the limits of the sailing area, which all sailors and 

buddies must adhere to; just remember if you cannot see the sailing control office they cannot see 

you! 

 
General Duties 

 Book in with Nene Outdoor’s to ascertain:  Weather conditions for the day, confirm any special 

instructions and collect radio for direct contact between ourselves and Nene Outdoors. 
 

 From the pre-booked clients list and in conjunction with the duty SI, decide how many sailing 

boats and what types need to be rigged based on the following criteria: 
 

o The availability of boats: This will depend on the boat maintenance schedule for the day 

and any boat faults that are awaiting repair. 
 

o The availability of our suitably qualified helpers and buddies, which could change during 

the day. 
 

 Determine dress code for the day. (This also could change throughout the day.) 
 

 Record on the daily sailing log, and revise during the day, the:  Senior Instructor, Quad-bike 

driver, First-aider and Safety boat driver.  (Note; no sailing to commence until all these 

personnel are on station) 
 

 As the sailors arrive and with the assistance of the Sailor Scheme Co-ordinator if necessary, 

determine the Sailor’s abilities and what they tasks they may be completing on the water. 
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Cont’d General Duties 

 

 Once the Sailor is booked-in and before sailing commences, the Buddy allocated to the 

particular Sailor should be briefed and consulted regarding the Sailor’s requirements. 
 

 Once these introductions are made, it becomes the responsibility of the Buddy to look after the 

sailor. 
 

 Before sailing has commenced complete a radio check with all key personnel as and when 

required (refer to SOP 09 as required). 
 

 Determine the timing of the sail with regard to the following guidelines: 
 

Note: these statements are only given as a guide for the Shoremaster and will largely depend on 

the situation found on and during the sailing day. It is left to the Shoremaster’s discretion to vary 

these as they see fit. (The figures below are based on a sailing day being between 1000-1600hrs). 

o In busy periods and if all boats are being used, consider limiting sailings to 7 every 30 

minutes. 
 

o Depending on the number of Sailors present at any one time, consider limiting the 

duration of each sail to 30 minutes. This will also reduce the workload of the crew, 

especially the Buddies. 
 

o When Buddy/Shore Crew training is taking place consider extending the time of specific 

sailings but not at the detriment of providing boats to Sailors. 
 

 Maintain a dialogue with the carers, family and helper. 
 

 After each sail, Buddies must report to the office and inform the Sailor Scheme Co-ordinator of 

the Sailor’s achievements. 
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